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Abstract 
Ideals play an important role in the Algebraic structures like rings, semigroups and semirings. In this paper some generalizations 

of ideals in regular partially ordered (po) gamma ternary semigroups are studied. It is proved that “every ideal of a regular po - 

gamma - ternary semigroup  T   is semiprime”  and  some  equivalent conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of ternary algebraic system was introduced by 

D.H. Lehmer [2] in 1932, but earlier such structures were 

studied by Kasner in1904, who gave the idea of n-ary 

algebras.  In 1965, F.M. Sison [5] studied ideal theory in 

ternary semigroups. He also introduced the notions of 

regular ternary semigroups and characterized them by using 

the notion of quasi ideals. In 1981, the concept of  - 

semigroups was introduced by M.K.Sen. We know that   
- semigroups are generalization of semigroups.  The concept 

partially ordered  -semigroup was introduced by 

Y.I.Know and S.K.Lee in 1961, later it has been studied by 

many authors. Several researchers conducted researches on 

the generalizations of the notion of ideals on partially 

ordered  -semigroups, which play an important role in 

studying of ideals on partially ordered  -semigroups as 

well as in the study of plain semigroups. In this paper, we 

studied different structures of ideals in po  - ternary 

semigroups and extended these structures in regular po  - 

ternary semigroups. 

 

Definition 1.1: A ternary semigroup T  is said to be a 

partially ordered (Po) ternary semigroup if T is a partially 

ordered set with the relation “  ” such that

2121 abaaaaba  , 2121 baaaaa   and 

baaaaa 2121   for all Taaba 21,,, . 

 

Definition 1.2: A  - ternary semigroupT  is said to be a 

partially ordered (Po)  - ternary semigroup if T is a 

partially ordered set with the relation “  ”  such that

2121 aabaaaba   ,

2121 abaaaa  
 

and baaaaa  2121   for all 

Taaba 21,,,  and  , . 

 

Definition 1.3:  A po - ternary semigroupT is said to be 

right (left, lateral) regular if for every Ta , there exist 

Tyx ,  such that )( aaayxa  (respectively

yxaaaa  )( , yaaaxa  )( ) for all 

 ,,, . 

 

Definition 1.4: A po - ternary semigroupT is said to be 

regular if for every Ta , there exist Tyx ,  such that 

ayaxaa     for all  ,,, . 

 

Definition 1.5: Let T be a po - ternary semigroup and A
be a non-empty subset of T . A is called a semiprime  if 

AaAaaaTa  ),(,  . 

 

Definition 1.6: A non-empty sub set A of  T  is said to be a 

right (respt, left, lateral) ideal of T  if 

 

1. ATTA   respt., AATT  , ATAT  ). 

2.  AA ](   ( AbTbabAa  )(, ). 

 

Definition 1.7: Let T be a po - ternary semigroup. Now 

we define a left ideal of T  generated by x is 

 

someforxbatorxtTtxL  /{)(

Tba ,  and },,   

]( xTTx 
  

for all Tx . 

 

Similarly, 

someforaxatorxtTtxM  /{)(

Tba ,  and },,  ]( TxTx   is 

lateral ideal generated by  x in T . 

 

and

someforaaxtorxtTtxR  /{)(

Tba , and },,  ]( TTxx  is right ideal 

generated by  x  in T . 
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Theorem 1.1 Every lateral ideal of a regular po - ternary 

semigroupT is regular. 

 

Proof: Let M be a lateral ideal of a regular po  - ternary 

semigroupT . Then MTMT  and MM ]( . 

 

Since T  is regular, then ayaxaa   for all Ta , 

for some Tyx , and for all  ,,, . 

 

Since MTMT  then Myax   for all Ma

and Tyx , ,  , . 

 

Now we consider, ayaxaa   implies that  

ayaxaa  ayaxayaxa  )()(

)( ayaxayaxa 
 

apapa 
 
where Myaxp   , 

 

Hence apapaa  . Therefore M is a regular. 

 

Theorem 1.2: Let T  be a po - ternary semigroup. Then 

the fowlloing are equivalent 

a) T is regular. 

b) For any right ideal R  , lateral ideal M  and Left 

ideal L of T , LMRLMR  ]( . 

c) For any Tcba ,, , 

)()()()]()()(( cLbMaRcLbMaR 
 

d) For any Ta , 

)()()()]()()(( aLaMaRaLaMaR 
. 

 

Proof: Let T  be a po - ternary semigroup. 

 

To prove that  )()()()( dcba   

)()( ba  :-We assume that  T  is regular then for any 

Ta ,  and there exist  Tyx ,  such that  

ayaxaa   for all  ,,, . 

 

Let R , M , and L  are  right ideal,  lateral ideal and left 

ideal in T  respectively. 

 

i.e. RTTR  MTMT   and LLTT 
respectively. 

 

To show that LMRLMR  ]( . 

 

i.e., LMRLMR  ]( and 

]( LMRLMR  . 

Since TTRLMR  , 

 

TMTLMR  and LTTLMR   then 

LTTTMTTTRLMR   

Let LMRzyxa    for Rx , My  and 

Lz and  , . Then

LTTTMTTTRzyx  

LMRzyxa  
 

 

LMRLMR  ](
                     

 (1) 

 

and let LMRa  , Since ayaxaa   

implies that ayaxaa 

)( ayaxayaxa   

 )()()( ayaxayaxa 
 

 )()()( LTTTMTTTR 
 

LMR   

implies that LMRa  . 

]( LMRLMR                        (2) 

 

From (1) & (2), we get 

LMRLMR  ]( . 

 :)()( cb We assume that

LMRLMR  ]( . To prove that  

)()()()]()()(( cLbMaRcLbMaR 
 
for any 

right ideal generated by “ a ”, lateral ideal generated by “b ” 

and left ideal generated by “ c ”. 

 

For this proving, to show that 

and

)()()()]()()(( cLbMaRcLbMaR  . 

 

Let )()()( cLbMaRx  . Then 

)(),( bMaRx and )(cL and we have ax  or 

tsax  , bx  or tbsx   and cx   or  

ctsx  . 

 

Consider tsax 
 

 xxtsaxxx  
 

)()()( ctstbstsa 
 

)()()( cTTTbTTTa 
 

 }){})({})({( ccTTbTbTaaTT 
 

= )()()( cLbMaR
 

 

 )()()( cLbMaRxxxx   Hence 

).()()( cLbMaRx
 

 

Therefore 

)]()()(()()()( cLbMaRcLbMaR   

)()()()()( aRTTaRcLbMaR   

)()()()( aRcLbMaR 
                   

(3) 

)]()()(()()()( cLbMaRcLbMaR 
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Similarly )()()()( aMcLbMaR  and 

)()()()( aLcLbMaR 
                  

(4) 

 

From   (3)&(4),  

)()()()]()()(( cLbMaRcLbMaR 
 

 

Therefore 

 

)()()()]()()(( cLbMaRcLbMaR 
 

 

 :)()( dc  Assume 

 

)()()()]()()(( cLbMaRcLbMaR 
     (5) 

 

Suppose R ,  M   and L  are generated by  “ a ”  for any 

Ta . Then from (5) we have 

 

)()()()]()()(( aLaMaRaLaMaR  . 

 

 :)()( dc we assume 

 

)()()()]()()(( aLaMaRaLaMaR 
 

 

for any Ta . 

 

Consider 

 }]{()()()( aTTaaLaMaR
 

}]{(}]{( aaTTaTTaTTTaT 
 

](](]( aTTTTaTTTaTTTa 

 ]()(( aTTTaTTTa
 

])()(( aTTTTaTTTTa 

])((]( aTTaTTaaTaTa   

](]( aTaTaaTaTa 

]( aTaTa   

 

Therefore )()()( aLaMaR 
 

]( aTaTa   

 

Let  )()()( aLaMaRa 
 

)]()()(( aLaMaR  . 

 

Then )()()( aLaMaRa 
 

]( aTaTa  ]ayaxaa   for Some

Tyx ,  and for all  ,,, .  Therefore T  is 

regular. 

 

Theorem 1.3: A po - - ternary semigroup T  is  regular if 

and only if  T  is left, right, lateral regular. 

 

Proof: Let T be  regular po - - ternary semigroup. Then 

for any Ta   and there exist  Tyx ,  such that  

ayaxaa   for all  ,,, . 

 

1. Consider 
ayaxaa 

 

ayaxaaaaaa    

)()( ayaxaaa   

= 
qpa 

 

 

,where p xaa  ,  Tayaq  
 

qpaaaa  
 

qpaaaaaaaa    

qpaaaa  )( . 

Therefore T is left regular. 

 

2. Consider ayaxaa 
 

aaayaxaaaa  
 

aaayaxa  )()( avu   

where aayvaxau   , T  

avuaaa  
 

aaavuaaaaa    

aaavua  . 

 

Therefore T is right regular. 

Similarly we can prove  T is lateral regular. 

 

Conversely, we assume that a po - - ternary semigroup  T  

is left, right, lateral regular. Then 

 

yxaaaa  )( , )( aaayxa 
 
and 

yaaaxa  )(  respectively, for all  Ta   for some  

Tyx ,  and  for all 

 

 ,,, . 

 

Consider yxaaaa  )(
 

aapaaaayxaaaaaa   )( ,  

where Tyxap   . 

aapaaaaa     

aaapaaaaaaaa    

aqaaaapaaaaaaaaa   )(

aqaa  aqaaqaaqaa    

aqaaqaa 
 

where Taapaaq   . 

Hence T  is regular. 

 

Theorem 1.4: Every ideal of a regular po 

- - ternary semigroupT  is semiprime. 
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Proof: Let T  be a regular po - - ternary 

semigroup and A  be an ideal of T . 

Consider Aaaa  , for any Ta , 

 ,
 

Aaaaaa   )( since  T is 

regular. 

Aaaaaaa   Aa . 

Therefore A  is semiprime. 

 

Theorem 1.5:A po - - ternary semigroupT  is regular if 

and only if it is satisfying the inequality 

 

aaapaaaa   for all Ta , for some Tp

and  ,,,  

 

Proof: Suppose T is a regular po - - ternary semigroup. 

Then T  is left, lateraland right regular. That is for any 

Ta , tsaaaa  and aaavua  for some 

Tvuts ,,, and  ,,, . 

 

Since T  is regular then consider for any 

Ta , ayaxaa  implies 

ayaxaa 
 

ayaxtsaaa  )(

)()( aaavuyaxtsaaa 

aaavuyaxtsaaa  )( aaapaaa  , 

where Tvuyaxtsp   . 

 

Hence aaapaaaa  for every Ta , for some 

Tp and  ,,, . 

 

Conversily, Consider 

aaapaaaa  , 

for every Ta , for some Tp and 

 ,,, . 

 

Now aaapaaaa 
 

aaapaaa  )( aza   

,where Taapaaz   .  Then 

azaa  azaa   
)( aaapaaaza 

aaapaaaza  )( azaza  . 

i.e., azazaa   for all Ta , for 

some Tz  and ,,  .  Therefore  T  

is regular. 
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